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Privately Printed, 1947 
"The ideal conception by the profession 
itself of its true mission . . . sets it upon 
a platform of its own as a learned pro-
fession, self-impelled to culture, to moral 
enlargement, and to scientific attainment, 
and lays a basis of confidence for every 
business enterprise that in professional 
accountancy there is a self-centered soul 
of economic truth." 
—CHARLES WALDO HASKINS 
A 
A HALF-CENTURY ago in a small office in 
downtown New York, the firm of Haskins & Sells started upon a 
long career in the practice of public accounting. The place was 
Number 2 Nassau Street; the date was the 4th of M a r c h , 1895. 
The two founding partners, Charles Waldo Haskins and 
E l i j ah Watt Sells, had first met two years previously upon 
being designated as experts to a Congressional Commission cre-
ated to investigate the operating methods of the Executive depart-
ments at Washington and to recommend such improvements and 
economies as could be made "without injury to the public service." 
The Commission, composed of three Senators and three Repre-
sentatives under the Chairmanship of Representative Alexander 
M , Dockery of Missouri, had undertaken a pioneering task. A t 
the time it was organized the general expectation of what the 
Commission might accomplish had been anything but optimistic, 
and in the lobbies of the Capitol the project was referred to as 
"Dockery's toy." 
A few weeks later, however, the financial panic of May 1893 
swept the nation into a severe depression, and the economy project 
began to be taken seriously. For the first time since the C i v i l 
War era the United States Treasury was showing an operating 
deficit. That in itself was a startling event and though the annual 
amount of the deficiency (reaching $70,000,000 in 1894) was 
microscopic by today's standards, it caused concern as being the 
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equivalent of a quarter of a drastically shrunken total revenue. 
Press and public began to follow the work of the Commission 
and its experts with interest. The new President, Grover Cleve-
land, and the Congress showed an awareness of the need for 
modernizing antiquated methods, some of them dating from the 
era of Alexander Hamilton, and for cleaning house generally. 
The Commission's two full-time investigators had previously 
had extensive experience in financial and accounting pursuits— 
in their earlier years as employees of commercial and particularly 
of railroad enterprises, and more recently as independent accoun-
tants conducting special auditing and accounting examinations. 
In their Washington survey they followed a plan of rendering 
interim reports, and as they progressed from one department to 
another they submitted a series of recommendations on a wide 
range of accounting and administrative matters. These were 
received with a surprisingly large measure of approval by the 
responsible administrative officials and many of them were put 
promptly into effect by Executive Order or legislative action. 
When the Commission was automatically dissolved by the expira-
tion of the 53rd Congress on March 4, 1895, new systems of 
accounting and auditing had been installed in the various depart-
ments, economies aggregating $600,000 a year had been def-
initely effected and recommendations involving further annual 
savings of $400,000 had received Commission approval. The 
competence and skill of the two associates had been praised in the 
highest terms on the floor of the Senate by Hon. Redfield Proctor 
of Vermont and they had received the thanks of the Chairman of 
the Congressional Commission in a formal communication, of 
which the following is an extract: 
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"To your rare business capacity, and peculiar adaptation to 
analyzing old and formulating plans for new methods, is in 
great measure due the credit for the reorganization of the 
accounting system of the United States Government. It was in 
many respects the most extensive and important undertaking of 
the kind in the history of the country, and its success in expedit-
ing and simplifying the public business without removing any 
of the necessary safeguards has been fully demonstrated and 
attested by all of the officials affected thereby." 
The close and cordial association of the two men in this work 
and the feeling of mutual respect which came out of it fore-
shadowed the establishment of a continuing professional rela-
tionship; and they felt some confidence that, despite the hard 
times, business would come to their doors. So it was that from 
their new quarters in an office building in New York the two 
partners made a public offer of their services "to corporations, 
trustees, assignees, receivers, committees, courts, municipalities, 
etc., to make periodical and special examinations of accounts and 
records, investigations of affairs, reports and certificates and to 
introduce simple and efficient methods of accounting." 
Charles Waldo Haskins was born in Brooklyn, January 11, 
1852. He was educated at private schools and the Brooklyn Poly-
technic Institute, from which he was graduated in 1867. For 
five years he was employed in the accounting department of 
Frederick Butterfield & Company, a New York importing firm. 
He later spent two years studying art in Paris. After returning 
home he was employed for a while in the brokerage office of his 
father, Waldo Emerson Haskins, and thereafter joined the ac-
counting department of the North River Construction Company, 
then building the New York, West Shore and Buffalo Railway. 
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Upon completion of the line he became its general bookkeeper 
and auditor of disbursements, continuing in this work until the 
New York Central acquired the road in 1886. He then began 
the public practice of accountancy in New York City. 
During the next seven years, Mr. Haskins held, incident to 
his professional work, the offices of Secretary of the Manhattan 
Trust Company and Secretary of the Old Dominion Construction 
Company, as well as appointments as Comptroller of the Central 
of Georgia Railway, Comptroller of the Ocean Steamship Com-
pany, Comptroller of the Chesapeake & Western Railroad, and 
Receiver of the Augusta Mining and Investment Company. 
Our senior founder took an active interest in the passage, by 
the New York legislature in 1896, of an Act to Regulate the 
Profession of Public Accountants, which was the first legislation 
in the country to create the professional designation "Certified 
Public Accountant." Mr. Haskins qualified under the terms of 
the Act and was chosen first President of the Board of State 
Examiners of Public Accountants instituted thereunder. The fol-
lowing year he was elected first President of the New York State 
Society of Certified Public Accountants, an office which he held 
until his death in 1903. He took a leading part in the founding 
in 1900 of the School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance of 
New York University. As its first Dean he set his sights high and 
imparted a strong initial impetus to a school which was to make 
a notable contribution to establishing public accountancy on the 
plane of a profession. The University later conferred upon him 
the honorary degree of Master of Humane Letters. 
Mr. Haskins was a man of warm and robust personality and 
of varied gifts and interests. His scholarly and artistic aptitudes 
were well developed, he was a clear and convincing writer and 
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lecturer and an active worker for good government. In the field 
of his major interest he exhibited a strong sense of the mission of 
the public accountant in advancing the cause of truth in accounts 
and thereby aiding in a sound expansion of the national economy. 
At the unveiling of a tablet erected to his memory at New York 
University in 1910 a tribute was paid to his qualities by Hon. 
Frank A. Vanderlip in these words: "Two features of his char-
acter stand out most clearly before me as I look back on the man 
and his work. First, he was filled with unselfish professional 
zeal; second, his eyes were turned to the future, not the past." 
Elijah Watt Sells was born at Muscatine, Iowa, March 1, 
1858, the son of Elijah Sells, Auditor of the Treasury for the 
Post Office Department in the Lincoln administration. He was 
educated in the public schools of Des Moines and at Baker Uni-
versity in Kansas. 
Mr. Sells' early business experience was gained in successive 
positions with railroads as station agent, traveling auditor, and 
general bookkeeper. His later posts included those of cashier, 
paymaster, and general bookkeeper of the Chicago, Clinton, 
Dubuque and Minnesota Railroad, now a part of the Milwaukee 
System; auditor of the Oregon Improvement Company; assistant 
comptroller of the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Memphis Rail-
road; secretary and auditor of the Colorado Midland Railway. 
During this period and afterward up to the time of his Wash-
ington appointment he was frequently engaged by other corpora-
tions to make special examinations of their accounts or install 
new accounting systems. In 1896 Mr. Sells became a Certified 
Public Accountant of New York under the provisions of the State 
law enacted that year, later qualifying under similar laws of eight 
other States and becoming a member of the professional societies 
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of several of them. He was for two terms, 1906 and 1907, Presi-
dent of the American Association of Public Accountants. He 
was active in the organization of the American Institute of 
Accountants, and served at different times as member of its Coun-
cil and its Executive Committee. 
Mr. Sells was deeply interested in the advancing of profes-
sional education, and with his partner and others participated in 
the founding of the School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance 
of New York University. Later he established a fund for annual 
awards by the American Institute of Accountants for the candi-
dates attaining the highest standing in C.P.A. examinations 
throughout the country. An early advocate of publicity of cor-
poration accounts, he lived to see it recognized as one of the pillars 
of a healthy industrial society. In an address in 1911 he said: 
"Full publicity of the affairs of corporations would be beneficial 
not only to the public but to the corporations themselves, as the 
actions and investigations brought about by the public uneasiness 
would be largely forestalled thereby. . . . " 
Among the papers of his authorship on professional subjects 
were "Corporate Management Compared with Government Con-
trol" ; "Cost Accounting for Agricultural Implements and Vehicle 
Manufacturers"; "Publicity of Financial Affairs of Corpora-
tions"; "The Natural Business Year"; "The Accounting Profes-
sion—Its Demands and Its Future." 
Baker University bestowed upon Mr. Sells in 1909 the hon-
orary degree of Master of Arts and New York University seven 
years later awarded him the honorary degree of Doctor of Com-
mercial Science. 
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By his fellow-workers Mr. Sells was held in the highest pro-
fessional regard, notably for his resourcefulness and skill in devis-
ing new methods to keep pace with the increasing complexities 
of industrial processes and business organization. For 21 years 
before his death in 1924 he was the senior administrator of the 
large and widely scattered organization which his firm rapidly 
became. In the discharge of this responsibility, with its some-
times delicate problems of human sensibilities, he revealed excep-
tional qualities of mind and heart which brought him in full mea-
sure the respect and affection of his associates. 
Charles S. Ludlam became associated with the firm in 1895 
and became a partner in 1903. He was the third of three who 
guided the destinies of the organization in its period of early 
growth and was from 1924 to 1930 the active head of the firm. 
Mr. Ludlam was born in Chicago, November 11, 1866. At 
the age of 14 he entered the employ of Pullman Company as an 
office boy, advancing to bookkeeper of the company's capital stock 
accounts. Moving to Albuquerque for his health, he was there 
employed for several years in the accounting department of 
Atlantic & Pacific Railroad Company and later became general 
bookkeeper of Colorado Midland Railway. For several years 
thereafter he was employed by J. J. Hagerman, a Colorado cap-
italist, as general accountant and auditor of various railroad, con-
struction, mining, irrigation, and land companies. He left this 
work to join Haskins & Sells. 
Mr. Ludlam represented the firm on numerous accounting, 
auditing and system engagements of importance in themselves 
and in enhancing the professional reputation of the firm. Notable 
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among them was the complex task of overhauling the accounting 
and auditing systems of the City of Chicago. He was also in 
charge of the accounting work incident to a reorganization of the 
street railways of Saint Louis, and the accounting aspects of rate 
cases affecting the Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas Railroad. 
After the first World War he was chief accountant for the United 
States Liquidation Commission, which handled extensive settle-
ments between the United States and the European Allies. 
He was a Certified Public Accountant of New York, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, and Oklahoma, becoming a 
member of several accounting societies and of the Board of Exam-
iners and the Council of the American Institute of Accountants. 
He was author of "Treatment of Sinking Funds" and "Methods 
of Accounting and Auditing in a Bond House." 
Mr. Ludlam was an acute analyst of business affairs. He was 
extraordinarily gifted in the interpretation of accounts in a clear 
and practical manner which commanded the respect of business 
executives. An indefatigable worker himself, he always received 
the hearty support of his co-workers, and acquired a reputation, 
which reached beyond his own organization, for willingness and 
ability to execute any engagement, whatever might be the diffi-
culties of shortages of staff or urgencies of deadlines. In his 
belief, which he often expressed, the chief influence in the growth 
of the profession in public esteem would lie in doing good work; 
and he lived up fully to the implications of that conviction. 
Homer A. Dunn associated himself with Haskins & Sells 
in 1902. He was born in Valley Falls, Kansas, April 22, 1863. 
He attended the high school there and was graduated from 
Washburn College, Kansas. After college he was by turns a 
deputy postmaster, telegraph operator, train dispatcher, railway 
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station agent, examiner of agents' accounts, and stenographer. He 
later filled accounting positions of increasing responsibility in tele-
phone and railway companies in Missouri and Colorado, becom-
ing assistant auditor of Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 
Company. Thereafter he became auditor of the Central of 
Georgia Railway Company and the Ocean Steamship Company 
of Savannah, and as such devised the first successful system of 
billing freight through from initial steamship ports to interior 
railway destinations. His experience embraced reviews of account-
ing systems and other organizational work in a considerable num-
ber of industrial and mining concerns. 
During the first World War Mr. Dunn was head of the 
Bureau of Audits of the Alien Property Custodian's Office. He 
was a member of the American Institute of Accountants, a Certi-
fied Public Accountant of several States and member of the 
accounting societies of New York and Ohio, and the Association 
of American Railway Accounting Officers. Among his writings 
were papers on "Accounting Inconsistencies and Fallacies," "In-
formation Needs of Investors for Judgment of Public Utilities," 
"Railway Accounting in Its Relation to the Twentieth Section 
of the Act to Regulate Commerce," "Uniform Accounting Meth-
ods for Anthracite Coal Operations." 
Mr. Dunn was one of the best grounded practitioners of pub-
lic accountancy of his time. Widely versed in accounting and 
auditing methods and an original thinker, he took a leading part 
in developing the early technical procedures of our firm. He was 
a close student of business affairs and took a constructive part in 
the development of commercial arbitration. In his long career 
of intense and seemingly tireless activity there were always appar-
ent the workings of a fertile and forceful mind which commanded 
the strong respect of his fellow workers. 
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ARTHUR H. CARTER 
I I 
I T is A startling experience for the oldsters of 
today to cast their minds back to 1895 and recall the kind of 
world in which the founders of our firm were l iv ing when they 
embarked on the modest operations of their first year's business. 
In the final decade of the 19th century an era was in its last 
flowering and the seeds of a new one were sprouting with extraor-
dinary vigor. That new age was the offspring of the marriage of 
science and industry, which were rapidly to work profound 
changes in the mode and background of American life and the 
character and direction of much of our thinking. Today there 
remains little, whether in the man-made features of the external 
scene, in the conditions of our work, our home life and our recrea-
tions or in the nature of our collective problems and responsibili-
ties, that is reminiscent of the period commonly referred to as 
the "Gay Nineties." 
New Yorkers in the nineties were still l iv ing in the world 
depicted by the later works of Currier and Ives, and that famous 
team of "printmakers to the American people" still had shops at 
33 Spruce and 108 Fulton Streets. The St. Paul building, first 
of the skyscrapers (307 feet h igh) , was erected at Broadway and 
A n n Street in 1897, when the New York Herald moved out of 
a building standing there on the former site of Barnum's circus. 
The Astor, the Lenox, and the Ti lden libraries were consolidated 
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in 1895 and two years later the successor was installed in the pres-
ent New York Public Library building, designed by Carrère and 
Hastings. The only bridge over the rivers was the Brooklyn 
Bridge (completed by Washington Roebling in 1883); the other 
bridges and the subways were still to be built. Steam trains 
operated on the elevated railroads in Second, T h i r d , Sixth, and 
N i n t h Avenues. Most of the city's passenger traffic was carried 
by forty lines of surface cars, chiefly horse-drawn. Some of them 
were pulled by electrically operated underground cables, the 
mechanism of which could not be released on curves; and the 
double swing on Broadway at Union Square was known as "dead-
man's curve." 
Taxicabs were non-existent and hundreds of four-wheeled 
horse-cabs roamed the streets, while fashionable people on F i f th 
Avenue patronized the two-wheeler hansom, carrying a driver 
CITY H A L L AT T H E T U R N OF T H E CENTURY 
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perched back of the 
top. In suburban areas 
b icyc les , i n c l u d i n g 
those "built for two," 
were popular. A new 
contraption, the exper-
imental steam or gaso-
line horseless carriage, 
could occasionally be 
seen or heard in the 
streets, where it always 
plunged the near-by 
horse population into 
frenzies of excitement. 
Touring was practi-
cally unknown, but J . 
Frank Duryea on Thanksgiving Day, 1895, won a race over five 
competitors, a popular ovation and a prize of two thousand dollars 
for driving a gasoline car, built by his brother Charles and himself, 
from Chicago to Evanston and back, a total of fifty-five miles 
of miserable road, in eight hours flat, including two hours lost in 
delays en route. 
Around Longacre Square at Broadway and 42nd Street, the 
gaslight era was passing and the "Great White W a y " was in the 
making. Many talented actors, with no Hollywood to lure them 
away, were receiving enthusiastic support from a large public 
following. Richard Mansfield made a smash hit in Rostand's 
Cyrano, called by a distinguished critic twenty-five years later 
"the most instantaneously and universally popular play in the his-
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tory of the theater." Among other gifted and popular stage fig-
ures were Maude Adams, top favorite of college youth and most 
of their parents, in Barrie's Little Minister; Mrs. Minnie Mad-
dern Fiske in Ibsen's plays and as Becky in Vanity Fair; Edwin 
Booth (d. 1893) in Hamlet; the younger Salvini in The Three 
Musketeers; Mrs. Leslie Carter in The Heart of Maryland and 
Zaza; John Drew in Clyde Fitch's and Pinero's contemporary 
dramas and, with the Irish-born Ada Rehan, in The Taming of 
the Shrew; William Gillette in Sherlock Holmes and Secret 
Service; E. H . Sothern in romantic adventure plays and, just 
coming into fame, the incomparable Otis Skinner. The comic-
opera star, De Wolf Hopper, postured and grimaced before 
crowded houses in Wang and the Gilbert and Sullivan operas, 
while declaiming at curtain calls, month in and month out, the 
mock-heroic verses of Casey at the Bat. On the vaudeville stage 
the resounding fame of the comedy team of Weber and Fields 
was at its height. 
"The upright piano," in Mark Sullivan's words, "was crowd-
ing the organ into the wings"; and Paderewski made his first 
American concert tour in 1891. At the Metropolitan Opera House 
it was the day of the golden voices of the Australian Nellie Melba 
in Lucia, the French Emma Calve in Carmen and the German 
Ernestine Schumann-Heink in Wagnerian roles, as well as our 
own American sopranos Emma Eames and Lillian Nordica. The 
Irish-born Victor Herbert's light operas were beginning their 
long career of enchantment. Edna May was charming theater-
goers at home (and later in London) in The Belle of New York. 
Sousa's new military marches were played and whistled every-
where. Amateur renderings of Ethelbert Nevin's The Rosary 
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and Reginald de Koven's Brown October Ale and other lyric 
favorites were constantly heard at the evening parties which the 
young people of those days more often than not gave in their 
own homes. 
T in-Pan Al ley was in its heyday, with a hundred sentimental 
song hits like Just Tell Her That You Saw Me, After the Ball, 
and Little Annie Rooney. Another popular air, The Sidewalks 
of New York, was to be revived years later in honor of a wel l -
beloved Governor of the State. A n d at the Fulton Street market, 
where Augustus Thomas later recalled buying a shad with roe 
for 35 cents, a bright and friendly youngster named Al f red E . 
Smith, who had left school to help support his widowed mother, 
was working in the fish stalls. 
The literary leader of the nineties, from the critics' viewpoint, 
was the prolific novelist and essayist W i l l i a m Dean Howells. 
Acknowledged as a faithful historian of the stuffy manners of 
well-to-do Easterners of the time, and called by W i l l i a m A l l e n 
White the contemporary arbiter of American letters, Howells 
was seen in his Traveler from Altruria to share with Edward 
Bellamy in Looking Backward (1888) and with Theodore Roose-
velt's friend Jacob Riis , in How the Other Half Lives (1890) 
the hope for " a more rational and kindlier social organization" 
(as S. E . Morison and H . S. Commager express it) than then 
prevailed. 
The demand for religious and moralistic works reached 
unheard-of dimensions. After the Bible, the hymnals, Shake-
speare, and Webster's dictionary, the best selling books (accord-
ing to Al ice Payne Hackett) included hundreds of thousands of 
copies of Charles Monroe Sheldon's In His Steps (1897) (sell-
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ing up to a recent date, 8,000,000 copies in all), Elbert Hub-
bard's A Message to Garcia (1898), Henry van Dyke's Story 
of the Other Wise Man (1896), Ralph Waldo Trine's In Tune 
with the Infinite (1897), and Hannah Whitall Smith's The 
Christian's Secret of a Happy Life (1894). Also among these 
huge sellers appeared Fanny Farmer's Cook Book (1896). 
Noteworthy among the best-selling new fiction of the nine-
ties were the folksy David Harum by E. N. Westcott, George du 
Maurier's exotic Trilby, the humorous Three Men in a Boat by 
Jerome K. Jerome, Soldiers of Fortune by Richard Harding 
Davis, Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage, and F. P. 
Dunne's Mr. Dooley in Peace and War. Other new titles, now 
having a nostalgic ring for some of us, included numerous his-
torical novels, among them Quo Vadis, Richard Carvel, and 
Hugh Wynne. Immensely popular with sentimentalists was the 
pseudo-historical The Prisoner of Zenda, whose author, (Sir) 
Anthony Hope (Hawkins), was the inventor of tales of derring-
do by fair-haired Anglo-Saxons in the gilded surroundings of 
beautiful princesses of Balkan kingdoms such as never were. 
Of already established place in letters, two contemporary 
Englishmen and a Scot—Hardy, Kipling, and Stevenson (d. 
1894)—were selling more of their books in the States than at 
home. The American classics of the early and middle nineteenth 
century were also in steady demand, while the big sellers of the 
eighties were still going strong: Lew Wallace's Ben-Hur, Mark 
Twain's Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, Louisa Alcott's 
Little Women, and Margaret Sidney's Five Little Peppers. Poetry 
other than Kipling's rarely attained wide circulation, but cumula-
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tively the works of Longfellow (d. 1882), which were the best-
selling poems of the century both at home and in England, had 
a very large distribution. 
Theodore Dreiser and others of the realistic school, and the 
Forever Amber type of novel were still to come. The stupendous 
sales of Zane Grey's Westerns (said to have reached 16,000,000 
in forty years) began after the turn of the century. It was not 
until after the first World War that the phenomenal circulation 
of the Boy Scouts' Handbook got under way, and it was only 
when the gloom of the thirties settled down over the land that the 
vast output of "Ellery Queen," Erle Stanley Gardner, and a host 
of other writers of "whodunits" pushed the distribution of that 
type of escape fiction up to fabulous figures. 
Winslow Homer, distinguished artist of an authentic American 
school, was still painting his land- and seascapes in the nineties, 
and Charles Dana Gibson was introducing to an admiring public 
his long-popular pen and ink drawings of the "Gibson Girl . " At 
the Chicago World's Fair of 1893, C. F. McKim, Stanford 
White, and Daniel Burnham apotheosized the classical style of 
architecture, and many thousands viewed the works of great con-
temporary American artists, including the sculptors Daniel Ches-
ter French and Augustus St. Gaudens (born in Ireland of a French 
father and Irish mother), and the painters Gari Melchers, Edwin 
Blashfield, and Kenyon Cox, who were to decorate the new Con-
gressional Library in Washington. Joseph Pennell was produc-
ing his powerful etchings and Howard Pyle his vivid pen and 
inks. Sargent was painting portraits and executing the famous 
mural panels The History of Religion in the new Boston Public 
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Library; and in the same place Abbey was painting the brilliant 
mural series The Quest of the Holy Grail. 
The renowned evangelist Dwight L . Moody was touring the 
country with Ira D . Sankey, hymn-writer, as his song leader. O f 
quite another type, the ex-sailor and religious exhorter B i l l y 
Sunday, traveling up and down the land with a circus tent, led 
thousands of hysterical converts "down the sawdust t r a i l " to 
salvation. Buffalo B i l l Cody, then in his prime, was the idol of 
the small boy. "Gentleman J i m " Corbett, pugilist, went sixty-
one rounds to a draw with Peter Jackson in 1891, won the world 
championship in 1892 by knocking out John L . Sullivan in the 
twenty-first round, and was retired in 1897 by a blow to the pre-
viously unheard-of "solar plexus," delivered by Robert F i t z -
simmons. The Baltimore Orioles were favorites in the sole 
National Baseball League, and the first eighteen-hole golf course 
was opened in Chicago. 
The women those days had secured the vote in only two or 
three States. A n immigration tide of 3,700,000 in the nineties was 
down a mil l ion and a half from the previous decade but would 
jump to 8,800,000 in the next ten years. The trade unions mus-
tered a total membership of barely 500,000. A n eight-hour day 
was enacted in 1892 for Federal employees, while in industry 
70 per cent of the workers labored ten or more hours daily at an 
average wage of $600 a year. A bloody battle was fought in 1892 
at the Homestead works of Carnegie Steel Company between 
striking employees and a small army of Pinkerton detectives; and 
two years later Federal troops went to Chicago to quell disorders 
incident to a widespread railway strike which had started in the 
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Pullman Company's works. Factory unemployment in that year 
reached an estimated total of 4,000,000. The great agricultural 
belts in the Middle West and South were facing disaster from 
various causes, including soil exhaustion, rising costs, drastically 
declining prices, and, in the words of Morison and Commager, 
"inadequate educational, religious, medical and recreational facil-
ities." Whi le foreign markets for corn, wheat, cotton, and tobacco 
shrank and thousands of farms were taken over by mortgagees, 
an agrarian revolt was spearheaded by a new Populist party, which 
in 1890 elected four United States Senators and more than fifty 
Congressmen, and two years later polled a mil l ion votes for its 
nominee, James B. Weaver of Iowa, for President. The Supreme 
Court in 1894 declared unconstitutional an act imposing an 
income tax of the magnitude of two per cent on incomes over 
$4,000. W i l l i a m Jennings Bryan, the "boy orator of the Platte," 
carried the Populists into the Democratic ranks and in 1896 cap-
tured the first of his three nominations for the presidency, stam-
peding the convention with a plea for "free silver" which reached 
an impassioned climax in the words: " Y o u shall not crucify man-
kind upon a cross of g o l d ! " 
Increased American and Spanish tariffs had paralyzed the 
tobacco and sugar industries in Cuba, and a revolution broke out 
in 1895. The ruthless General Weyler herded the population 
into concentration camps, where upward of 400,000 perished of 
disease or starvation. American public opinion became highly 
inflamed. O n February 15, 1898 the battleship Maine was blown 
up in Havana harbor with a loss of 260 lives, and two months 
and ten days afterward the United States was at war with Spain. 
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Commodore George Dewey in his flagship Olympia led a squadron 
of four "protected" cruisers and three gunboats from their anchor-
age near Hongkong and in the early morning of the first of M a y 
steamed past Corregidor into Mani l a Bay. Passing several times 
along the line of the Spanish naval force, the Americans sank or 
put out of action all of them: three cruisers, two gunboats, and a 
wooden steamer. In this historic action, which catapulted the 
United States into the role of a Far Eastern power, American 
casualties amounted to seven men slightly wounded, while the 
Spanish losses came to 167 k i l led and 214 wounded. The news 
was flashed to the United States M a y 8th by cable from H o n g -
kong, and public excitement rose to white heat. When the modest 
Admira l came home some months later he found himself ele-
vated to the very pinnacle of popular adulation, some of which 
turned into audible disapproval when it became known that he 
had deeded to his wife the Washington house presented to h im 
by popular subscription. 
In the Atlantic campaign a Spanish squadron of four armored 
cruisers and three destroyers left the Cape Verde Islands, A p r i l 
29, for an undisclosed destination. A panic arose along our East-
ern seaboard, and newspapers and politicians, ignorant of the prin-
ciples of strategy, clamored, unsuccessfully, for the dispersal of 
the North Atlantic fleet, in order that every important port and 
fashionable resort from Bar Harbor to Florida might have a war-
ship or two of its own for harbor defense. Meanwhile the nation 
anxiously followed on the map the progress of the battleship 
Oregon, as reported from coaling stops, which had left San Fran-
cisco, M a r c h 19, on her 14,000-mile trip through the Magellan 
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Straits to Florida. Two months and five days later she steamed 
into Jupiter Inlet and immediately joined the fleet, fit for action. 
Admiral Cervera's ships slipped into the harbor of Santiago 
on May 19, where they were blockaded by Admiral William T. 
Sampson's and Commodore W. S. Schley's combined squadrons, 
which after full concentration numbered five battleships, two 
armored cruisers, and a score of lesser craft. At nearby San 
Juan Hil l and E l Caney, American army victories, at a price of 
1,500 casualties, forced the Spanish squadron on July 3 to put to 
sea. In a running fight to the west, the American fleet, at a cost 
of one man killed and ten wounded, smothered the enemy vessels 
with gunfire and drove them ashore, blazing wrecks, the last of 
them forty-eight miles distant from Santiago. 
The war record of Theodore Roosevelt as organizer and 
Lieut. Colonel of the "Rough Riders" regiment which fought at 
San Juan H i l l was the springboard from which that dynamic per-
sonality vaulted into national prominence. He was elected Repub-
lican governor of New York in the fall of 1898 and two years 
later Vice President with William McKinley. When the Presi-
dent, then in his second term, was shot down at Buffalo by an 
insane degenerate in September 1901, Roosevelt, who the poli-
ticians thought had been safely shelved in a job carrying nominal 
functions, became at the age of 43 our youngest President. 
" T . R." embarked on a seven-year domestic program of 
"trust-busting," conservation of the national domain, and other 
reforms, some of them borrowed from Bryan and the Populists. 
In foreign relations he pursued an energetic policy, the essence of 
which, in his own words, was "speaking softly but carrying a big 
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stick." Its most sensational episode was the sudden recognition 
in 1903 of an independent Panamanian government within the 
borders of the Republic of Colombia—an action for which our 
government eighteen years later paid Colombia $25,000,000 as 
compensation. The dirt immediately began to fly on the Panama 
Canal. This great commercial and strategic project—stamping 
out disease, digging the " d i t c h , " and erecting the dams and locks 
—made the fame of its Chief Engineer Major General George 
W . Goethals and of D r . W i l l i a m C. Gorgas. It was the latter 
who successfully applied in the field of preventive medicine D r . 
Walter Reed's discovery in 1900 of the transmission of yellow 
fever by the bite of a mosquito. A n eleven-year job in a l l , the 
Canal was permanently opened for traffic a few months after the 
first W o r l d War broke out in Europe, just as the reaping of the 
harvest was completed in August 1914. 
The miniature war of 1898, which had been the occasion, i f 
in no real sense the cause, of our immersion in world politics, 
lasted 140 days. The physical, economic, and cultural wounds 
left by the terrible conflict between the States had after thirty 
years in considerable measure been healed. Economically the nation 
had grown into a giant organism spreading its surplus products 
around the globe. Almost overnight, it now loomed up before the 
world as one of the Great Powers. O f the meaning of this stupen-
dous fact, however, few of our people had any real comprehen-
sion, least of all that there could be no turning back from a pro-
gressively closer involvement in the difficulties and hazards of 
l iv ing on the same planet with two billion other humans, a l l of 
them remarkably like ourselves in cherishing a firm faith that 
one's own ways are best and must prevail. 
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I l l 
DURING THE PERIOD of the nineties and a 
few succeeding years American industry underwent an intensive 
process of integration. Improved methods of production were 
widely introduced, and at the same time extensive changes took 
place in industrial corporate structures. Hundreds of moderate-
sized industrial companies were combined into more effective 
operating units, some of them of gigantic size; and forty or fifty 
railway companies operating two-thirds of a total national mile-
age of 150,000 were grouped into half a dozen great systems. 
This evolution had its roots in prior advances made by science and 
invention and in the wide l inking up of resources with markets 
which had been achieved in the great railroad-building era of the 
seventies and eighties. 
Whi le this integration of industry went on, science and inven-
tion still pushed ahead. They were making those tremendous 
leaps forward which in an incredibly short time would radically 
transform the existing material apparatus of civilization and add 
to it new features of strange new properties, both physical and 
cultural. There was emerging at European and American univer-
sities a galaxy of brilliant theoretical thinkers and researchers in 
the physical sciences. Working with the devotion and persistence 
characteristic of their profession a score or more of the greatest 
of them unlocked some of nature's most closely guarded secrets 
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and thereby multiplied 
man's ability to harness 
the forces of nature to 
projects and purposes 
of his own. 
It was in Hol land 
at the University of 
Leyden that H . A . 
Lorentz in 1892 first 
formulated the far-
reaching electron the-
ory of material bodies. 
A t Cambridge U n i -
versity in 1897, J . J . 
Thomson's hypotheses 
WILLIAM H. BELL 
and experiments on the 
constitution of the atom made it a practical certainty that elec-
tricity was the fundamental constituent of matter, and some years 
later Robert A . M i l l i k a n , then at the University of Chicago, iso-
lated the electron and measured its charge. It was in 1895 that 
W . K. Roentgen of the University of Wuerzburg discovered the 
X-ray, into some of the more significant properties of which 
Arthur H . Compton, at Washington University, and others, were 
to make further notable researches. 
The radioactivity of uranium was discovered in 1892 by 
H e n r i Becquerel at the Paris Museum of Natural History. Begin-
ning in 1899 the A lpha and Beta rays of that element, with other 
new facts of radioactivity, were discovered at M c G i l l Univer-
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s i ty , by S i r E rnes t 
R u t h e r f o r d (born a 
New Zealander) and 
F r e d e r i c k Soddy, an 
Englishman. Radium, 
an element exhibiting 
two and a half mil l ion 
times the activity of 
uranium, was discov-
ered by the Polish-born 
Marie Sklodowska and 
her French husband, 
P i e r r e C u r i e , at the 
Paris School of Physics 
and Chemistry. In E n -
glish university labora-
tories, argon was discovered in 1894 by W i l l i a m Ramsay and 
J . W . S. Rayleigh. In 1898 the former, with an associate, dis-
covered four more elements in the atmosphere: helium, neon, 
krypton, and xenon, and five years afterward, in discovering that 
helium is a product of the disintegration of radium, he laid bare 
the first recognized example of the transmutation of elements. 
Each of the twelve just named was accorded a Nobel prize 
(Madame Curie twice) and, with others, took rank as founders 
of the new physics and chemistry. 
A long with these pioneers, a group of inventive geniuses 
of the day, laboring partly in the field of pure science but more 
especially in its application, rose to a fame which made their 
names household words. 
HOWARD B. COOK 
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The automobile of today owes its remarkable operating effi-
ciency, reliability, and economy to the ingenuity of many minds 
in many lands, though in recent years chiefly in the United States. 
For a period of ten years after its first appearance in the middle 
nineties, the makers were "chiefly concerned," says one author-
ity, " w i t h developing a product that at least would operate." 
The basic contribution was the invention of a high-speed internal-
combustion engine, replacing the cumbersome power plant of the 
earlier steam vehicles; and in this development the most generally 
recognized pioneers seem to have been Gottlieb Daimler of Wuert-
temberg and Charles Benz of Mannheim. In the late eighties 
each of them separately devised a gasoline engine, and Benz 
installed his in a car which was the only automobile exhibited at 
the Paris World's Fair 
of 1889. In the United 
States three of the ear-
l iest pioneers were 
C h a r l e s E . D u r y e a , 
who invented a spray 
carburetor in 1892 and 
was soon building and 
selling complete auto-
m o b i l e s ; E l w o o d 
Haynes, who designed 
and built in 1893-4 a 
horseless carriage now 
in the Smithsonian In-
stitution; and Ransom 
W. MELVILLE COURSEN E . Olds, who in 1895 
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brought out a gasoline-
powered motor-car. 
The modern farm 
tractor, the bulldozer, 
and the submarine were 
made possible when 
in the middle nineties 
Rudolf Diesel (in as-
sociation with Krupps 
at Essen) built the first 
successful i n t e r n a l -
combustion engine of 
the type which has 
since carried his name. 
In aviation, Wi lbur CHARLES C. CROGGON 
and Orvi l le Wright in 
1896 started experimenting with kites and gliders. On Decem-
ber 17, 1903, they made the first successful flight in a motor-
powered airplane at Kitty Hawk, N . C ; in June 1909 the French 
engineer Louis Bleriot flew the English Channel, and ten years 
later the English aviator Capt. John W . Alcock, with Lieut. 
Arthur W . Brown as navigator, made the first non-stop airplane 
flight across the Atlantic, from Ireland to Newfoundland, in six-
teen hours and twelve minutes. 
In radio, Guglielmo Marconi , of Italian-Irish parentage, car-
ried out in 1895 near Bologna the first successful experiments 
with what was called "wireless telegraphy" and in 1901 sent 
wireless signals from Poldhu in Cornwall which were received 
at St. John's, Newfoundland. 
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The motion picture 
was made an actuality 
in 1889 by Thomas A . 
Edison. Already the 
inventor, among i n -
n u m e r a b l e o t h e r 
things, of the incan-
descent lamp, the mo-
tor-driven phonograph 
with cylindrical wax-
records, the printing 
telegraph apparatus, 
and the carbon trans-
mitter of the telephone 
invented by Alexander 
PERCY R. EVERETT 
Graham Bell in the 
seventies, Edison adapted a new photographic f i lm made by 
George Eastman to use in an invention of his own called the 
kinetoscopic camera. This machine, producing moving pictures 
to be viewed by peeping in a box (the "nickelodeon") had its 
first public appearance in 1894 at a "kinetoscope parlor" in New 
York at 1155 Broadway. Then Thomas Armat, of Washington, 
began work on a projector called the vitascope, and after its first 
showing at Koster & Bial's Music H a l l in 1896, the sensational 
commercial and cultural career of the motion picture on the screen 
got under way. 
W i t h these and innumerable other advances in science and 
invention American industry promptly became closely associated; 
and the fruits of its laboratories, drafting rooms, and shops began 
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to pour into the markets an endless stream of new products de-
signed to promote the comfort, convenience, and amusement of 
the public, and in important ways its health, safety, and eco-
nomic well-being. Many of these were easily recognizable as 
undoubted blessings to the race, notably the products flowing 
from researches in radiology, bacteriology, and biochemistry, 
which made possible miraculous advances in medicine and surgery. 
It was, however, in the more mechanistic branches of science 
that the most universal and sweeping changes in people's lives 
originated, the ful l effects and true values of which are sti l l , in 
important part, to be revealed. The mechanization of everyday 
life had many beneficent end-results. Conspicuous among them 
was the lightening of 
the burdens of millions 
of overworked house-
wives by electric wash-
ing machines, vacuum 
cleaners, and refriger-
ators. To the farmer, 
m e c h a n i z a t i o n sup-
plied tools and devices 
which eased his toi l , 
brought h im more ef-
fectively into touch 
with his fellows, and 
gave h im the means by 
which he might con-
ceivably attain a more 
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stable economic posi-
tion in a new indus-
trial society organized 
around speed, action, 
and large-scale produc-
tion. A n d to many 
thousands throughout 
the land who found 
life hard, monotonous, 
or uninspired, the mo-
tor-car, the radio, and 
the movies brought a 
variety of pleasing 
sensations, change of 
scene, and enlivenment 
EDMUND C. GAUSE 
of thought. Moreover, 
in the broad economic aspects, the mechanization by which i n -
dustry itself was transformed greatly increased its productivity, 
thereby greatly increasing the per-capita income of the nation 
and making the American standard of l iv ing more than ever the 
envy of the world. 
In exchange for these varied gifts of the machine, however, 
a price had to be paid. Industry, besides "putting more power 
behind the worker," also drew into its occupations an increased 
proportion of the working population. F rom 1890 to 1920 the 
urban population (i.e., in places of more than 2,500 inhabitants) 
increased from 35 per cent of the national total to 51 per cent, 
and by 1930 to 56 per cent. Labor problems grew to large pro-
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portions and the complexities of community existence in the major 
centers were multiplied. 
The pace of life was everywhere stepped up, and a feverish 
interest in its new excitements was apparent. A sharp increase 
in its tensions was evidenced by the enlargement of hospital space 
for sufferers from psychiatric complaints. Inevitably also, the 
attraction of intellectual pursuits and avocations suffered a marked 
decline; and, if church attendance was an accurate index, a 
progressive crumbling of spiritual loyalties had set in. In their 
place Hollywood heroes provided a large share of any needed 
inspiration; and crooners and stars of the soap operas offered 
solace for the soul. 
The immense productivity of American industry during the 
first World War permanently shifted the traditional position of 
the United States as a debtor country in the international economy 
to that of the largest creditor. As the nation rolled down through 
the lush twenties a new era of easy prosperity and universal happi-
ness seemed to have arrived. The prices of industrial shares on 
the stock market rose higher and higher and kept on soaring to 
unheard-of levels. Scores of thousands of people in all walks of 
life discovered how to buy 100 shares of stock on margin for the 
price of 20 or 30 in cash and a pledge of all of it against the 
balance due; and the happy gamblers blew in their accumulating 
paper profits seeing life in the speakeasies of a prohibition decade 
or other places more exciting than home. The over-all national 
mental development, according to a social scientist of the day, was 
being stabilized at the fourteen-year-old level; and "all was for 
the best in the best of all possible worlds." 
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IV 
THE NATIONAL awakening from the dream-
world of the nineteen-twenties was a bitter one. A n over-rapid 
expansion of industry and over-optimistic popular appraisal of its 
immediate benefits had intensified existing strains and frictions 
in the social-economic organism as a whole, and added many new 
ones; and when in 1929 the wildest boom in history culminated 
in a panic on the New York Stock Exchange the faults and lesions 
were more clearly seen. 
It had been one of the missions of the social sciences, including 
ethnology, political science, psychology, economics, and related 
branches, to point out how some of the tensions which were being 
set up could best be eased. M u c h had been accomplished. The 
potentialities of these relatively new branches of learning con-
cerned with the study of man and his behavior as a social being 
had been enhanced by increased support from educational and 
philanthropic foundations. W i t h substantial assistance from such 
sources, researchers and field welfare workers were able to i m -
prove their techniques, widen their application, and bring facts 
and conclusions to public attention in increasingly convincing 
form—an evolution which got actively under way during the 
nineties and the next ten years. It was then that the urgent 
need for the correction of social maladjustments, some of them of 
long standing, laid hold of the conscience of the American people, 
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and the call for action 
began to reflect a na-
tional movement of i r -
resistible power. 
The cause of re-
form was vigorously 
taken up by leading 
political figures and by 
educators, writers, and 
social workers — the 
two last-named groups 
working largely in the 
slums and p o l i t i c a l 
sewers of the big cities. 
Distinguished expo-
n e n t s o f t h i s e a r l y 
movement, besides Bryan and Roosevelt, included Jane Addams, 
founder ( in 1889) with El len Gates Starr, of H u l l House 
in Chicago; L i l l i an D . W a l d , founder ( in 1893) of the Henry 
Street Settlement in New York ; Sara Josephine Baker, organ-
izer (1900) and director of the New York City Bureau of 
Ch i ld Hygiene; " B e n " Lindsey, first Judge (1900) of the Den-
ver Juvenile Court; John Dewey; Nathan Straus; Jacob Ri i s ; 
Lincoln Steffens; and Oswald Garrison Vi l lard . 
Conspicuous progress over a relatively brief period was made 
in the eradication of graft in municipal politics; in the improve-
ment of l iv ing and working conditions in crowded areas and in 
reduction of hours of labor in industry generally; toward the solu-
F R E D E R I C K F. H A H N 
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tion of problems of 
public health, child 
welfare, and juvenile 
delinquency; in prison 
reform; and in other 
fields, which by 1935 
came to include Fed-
eral old-age retirement 
insurance supported by 
j o i n t e m p l o y e r - e m -
ployee contributions 
and joint Federal-State 
provision for unem-
ployment benefits. 
O f perhaps equal 
practical importance, 
while of larger significance in the attack on causes, were the ad-
vances made in revamping the antiquated apparatus of the national 
banking, monetary, and fiscal systems to bring them into line with 
the conditions of a changed national economy and the expanded 
needs of a government fighting world wars and depressions. Dur-
ing the administration of President Taft, Congress in 1909 pro-
posed to the people a constitutional amendment authorizing a Fed-
eral tax on incomes, which after ratification by the States was 
implemented by an Act approved by President Wilson, October 3, 
1913, applicable to incomes accruing from the previous March 1. 
A n d of large importance to the broad functioning of the eco-
nomic system and its interactions with the economies of foreign 
EDWARD A. KRACKE 
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nations, the Federal Reserve system was established in 1914, after 
an extended period of inquiry and collaboration between econ-
omists, bankers, and the House of Representatives Committee on 
Banking and Currency, presided over by Rep. (later Senator) 
Carter Glass. Thereafter, building in part on the experience of the 
early period of the Reserve system (which, on the whole, proved 
unable to cope with the crisis of 1929 and succeeding years), 
numerous noted economists and financial authorities—many of 
them still active today—contributed to the growth of a better 
understanding of one of the most pressing of our major social-
economic problems—the factors producing the business cycle and 
the means by which its widest fluctuations may some day be 
brought measurably under control. 
Most of these ameliorations and adjustments, aimed at 
strengthening the structure of our national life to meet the hazards 
of the new machine age, were achieved before the crisis of the 
twenties. Important though they were, however, they proved 
sufficient neither to prevent the crash nor to render the process of 
recovery anything but long and painful. The hardy American 
economy had been subjected to a series of heavy shocks. After a 
brief recovery from the financial panic of 1893 it had been hit 
by frequently recurring depressions or "recessions," brought on in 
1896, again in 1903 and 1907, twice more in pre-war 1914 and 
post-war 1920, and then in 1929 by a world-shaking collapse 
which ushered in the most drastic peacetime process of economic 
disintegration in modern history. 
The popular psychology motivating the long joy-ride of the 
twenties reflected a culmination of pressures and tendencies set in 
-i 
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motion earlier in the 
century; and an added 
impetus was imparted 
to it by a demoralizing 
sense of release from 
the disciplines of the 
war years. Now the 
piper had to be paid, 
and in addition there 
remained much neg-
lected maintenance to 
be made good. 
The forces so un-
expectedly unchained 
by science after the 
eighties were as uncon-
cerned with human welfare as a West India hurricane—and far 
less predictable in their operation. Unhappily, we lacked the ap-
paratus by which to step down their high-tension voltages and 
channel them into predominantly useful outlets. Our previous 
experience could tell us little of how to deal with the new com-
plexities of employer-employee relations. Nor could it sufficiently 
prepare us for the political rough and tumble resulting from 
international rivalries on the world market—much less for the 
frictions and maladjustments stemming from obscure relation-
ships of producers with consumers in distant lands and of cred-
itors with debtors of whose capacity and willingness to pay we 
were il l-informed. 
A n d beyond these deficiencies in technical equipment our 
E D W A R D B. M c G U I N N 
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stock of the social ce-
ment of tolerance to-
ward our fellows, even 
among ourselves, was 
tragically inadequate 
to meet the challenge 
of the times. 
American industry 
could justly plead that 
its immense post-war 
expansion had been, in 
its aim, overwhelm-
i n g l y benef icent or 
utilitarian. So, also, 
the extravagance of 
our popular response to 
the allurements of a chromium-plated civilization, however un-
fortunate its effects, could not be said to have been other than 
harmless in origin and purpose. But toward the middle thir-
ties, before we had gathered ourselves for a long, strong pull all 
together, something loomed up across the Atlantic to impart a 
less innocent direction to the employment of the marvelous new 
devices of science. Hi t l e r and company were harnessing a great 
nation, brilliantly gifted in the industrial arts, to a vast project 
of building bombers, tanks, and submarines around the internal-
combustion engine and fabricating all the other miraculous tools 
of scientific warfare, while their leaders pumped the propaganda 
of racial hatred and an insane nationalism into the radio air chan-
nels at home and abroad. 
CHARLES E. MORRIS 
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Over here, President Franklin D . Roosevelt and a host of 
plain citizens insisted that it was vitally necessary to do some-
thing about this ugly apparition before it got too big. It soon 
became, in fact, not only big but violent; and in 1937 the Jap-
anese were on the march, adding a new "incident" to the already 
long tale of their aggressions in China. Mussolini, in patent-
leather boots, was scowling and ranting more fiercely than ever, 
while his goose-stepping blackshirts were in constant movement 
on the flank of France. Month by month, the Axis towered 
higher and higher over Europe, while their neighbors, lacking 
the power or the w i l l to fight, were picked off singly and one by 
one swallowed up. 
M e a n w h i l e , our 
elected representatives 
were faced with the 
duty of carrying out 
the w i l l of a people, 
most of whom, baffled, 
heedless, or bewildered, 
failed to make them-
selves heard. H o w i n -
telligently and faith-
fully Congress under-
took and discharged 
this obligation perhaps 
history w i l l decide. 
History w i l l in any 
J. HARVEY O'CONNELL event take note of the 
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lost opportunity to scotch, at small cost in its early stages, the evil 
thing that was terrorizing the civilizations from which our own 
had sprung. The record w i l l disclose, perhaps with benefit to 
another generation, that as late as the plainly crucial retreat by 
Chamberlain and Daladier from M u n i c h in September 1938, up 
to the tardy passage of our Selective Service Act twenty-four 
months later, the United States, by the w i l l of a majority of its 
legislative branch, was committed to the notion that we were 
safe and it was none of our business. 
Thus it comes about, from these and other causes, that we 
now emerge from a tough war into a tough new world, unques-
tionably equipped with a better understanding of what life on 
this planet is really like and a more adult sense of collective respon-
sibility. Despite the persistence of a normal democratic habit of 
making raucous noises about our individual grievances, it seems 
reasonably clear that we have gained a greater unity of national 
purpose with which to face the problems that are crowding around 
us, in shapes and sizes undreamed of fifty years ago. 
V 
FIFTY YEARS AGO the American public ac-
counting profession was barely in its teens. The time of its 
birth has been placed by one of the founders of the first profes-
sional accounting society in this country, at "some time between 
the years 1880 and 1883." James T . Anyon, in his Recollec-
tions of the Early Days of American Accountancy (privately 
printed in 1925), says that this dating was determined by his 
inability to discover the names of any practitioners who before 
that period held themselves out as public accountants. H i s own 
firm, Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co. , was founded in New York 
in 1883 by partners in an English firm of Chartered Accountants; 
and he recalls that on December 23, 1886 six or seven interested 
persons met in his office at 45 W i l l i a m Street to form a public 
accounting society. 
The meeting had been called by M r . Anyon after searching 
city directories, looking through announcements in financial news-
papers and making other inquiries, from all of which sources he 
had been able to identify some half-dozen practising accountants 
in New York and one each in Philadelphia and Boston. The 
group who responded to the call included, as an interested per-
son, Charles E . Sprague, New York banker (from 1870 with the 
Union Dime Savings Bank and from 1892 its president), who 
up to the time of his death in 1912 continued to show an intense 
interest in accountancy. Colonel Sprague wrote and lectured on 
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t h e s t r u c t u r e a n d 
mathemat ic s of ac-
counts , devised ac-
counting systems, and 
for two years served 
the profession in the 
vitally important and 
burdensome position of 
member of the first 
board of examiners 
established under the 
New York State Act 
of 1896 creating the 
designation of Certified 
Public Accountant for 
qualified persons. 
The professional organization formed in 1886 was in August 
of the following year incorporated in New York as the American 
Association of Public Accountants (merged in 1916 with the 
American Institute of Accountants). In its corporate form the 
Association began to function with thirty-one members, of whom 
twenty-four were "Fe l lows , " embracing practising public ac-
countants of three years' experience, together with those of the 
incorporators not possessing that qualification. The remaining 
seven members were classified as "Associates," embracing persons 
admitted to membership after having passed an examination, as 
required by the by-laws. The first officers of the Association were 
James Yalden, president, John Heins, vice president, James T . 
Anyon, secretary, and W . H . Veysey, treasurer—all of them New 
LESLIE E. PALMER 
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Yorkers except M r . 
Heins of Philadelphia. 
The initial member-
ship roll of thirty-one, 
says M r . Anyon, "prac-
tically constituted the 
total exponents and 
representatives of the 
profession of account-
ing at that time in this 
country." 
Again quoting M r . 
A n y o n , " T h e year 
1890 and several years 
thereafter represented 
a period of undoubted 
development and advancement in accounting. . . . " Further he 
says, "about the period I am referring to or possibly a little later 
a number of fairly large accounting firms . . . became established 
with offices mainly in the City of New York. Some of these firms 
were of English origin and others purely American. Amongst 
the former, and one of the first, was the firm of Jones, Caesar & 
Co. (afterward Price, Waterhouse & Co. of London). . . . O f the 
American firms that a year or two later on became established and 
quickly became prominent and important . . . may be mentioned 
Haskins & Sells, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, Paterson, 
Teele & Dennis, and several others." 
It was no mere coincidence that the profession of public 
accountancy came into being at a climactic point in the alternation 
RAYMOND C. REIK 
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of periods of growth and of consolidation of our national econ-
omy. Its advent responded to a number of urgent needs of the 
times. D u r i n g the preceding twenty years the national railway 
mileage had been quadrupled by the completion of the U n i o n 
Pacific ( i n 1869) and other great trunk lines, together wi th scores 
of closely-woven regional networks. Keeping pace w i t h the trans-
formation of the railway map, a profusion of new industrial enter-
prises had sprung up i n every corner of the land, many of them 
ill-adapted to meeting the conditions of trade on a continental or 
world-wide scale. One of the remedies applied to this condition 
during the nineties was the installation of systems of scientific 
factory management, particularly as developed by F . W . Tay lor , 
H . L . Gantt, and other 
e n g i n e e r s . A m o r e 
striking development 
was the inauguration 
of a period of corporate 
consolidations designed 
to e f f e c t e c o n o m i e s 
t h r o u g h l a rge - sca le 
operations — a process 
w h i c h reached a c l i -
max in the years 1898-
1 9 0 2 , w i t h 1 6 8 
consolidations of manu-
facturing and min ing 
e n t e r p r i s e s c a p i t a l -
ized at 5 ¾ bi l l ion d o l -
lars. T h e complexities ANDREW STEWART 
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of the financial and 
cost accounting prob-
lems involved were 
alone sufficient to bring 
into existence a spe-
c i a l i z e d profess ion 
competent to o f fe r 
sound advice on how to 
deal with them; and 
for a period of still 
further expansion of 
p r o d u c t i o n then i n 
sight, it was apparent 
that the role of the ac-
c o u n t i n g specia l i s t 
would not diminish. 
More than that, the investment banking business, organized 
to provide industry with the large amounts of new capital required 
for additions and improvements, had now assumed large propor-
tions; and underwriters, as well as a growing body of investors, 
felt the need of having financial reports certified by indepen-
dent auditors. A n d within industry the increasing weight and 
diversity of managerial responsibilities impelled management to 
look to independent auditors to establish the integrity and com-
petence of employees who handled the assets and kept the accounts. 
Thus the profession in the decade preceding the crash and 
depression of 1907-8 rapidly established a place for itself in the 
national economy, and as time went on it steadily grew in size, 
in technical competence, and in a sense of social responsibility. 
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V I 
THE EARLIEST annals of Haskins & Sells i n -
dicate that the firm soon had all the work it could do. A sub-
stantial part of this early practice was in fields of the special 
experience of the partners and associates, particularly in work for 
governments, railroads, and public utilities. 
Some of these engagements attracted considerable public 
notice, and this gave impetus to the extension of the practice. One 
of the earliest was a revision of the post-office money-order sys-
tem, including the devising of internal controls against embezzle-
ment. Another, of complex and exacting character, was the instal-
lation of uniform accounting and internal-auditing systems 
throughout the sprawling structure of the Chicago city govern-
ment. Others included examinations of the accounts of the Island 
of Cuba, the City of Havana, and the banks and insular govern-
ment of the Philippines. A n d a few years later, when in 1905-6 
the Hughes insurance investigation in New York rocked the 
financial world, services were rendered by our firm, jointly with 
other accountants, which led to comprehensive revisions in the 
accounting methods of life-insurance companies. 
In quite a different field an early engagement to survey the 
accounting methods of a famous college for women was followed 
by the growth of a practice, ultimately considerable, in connection 
with the accounts of educational institutions, as well as chari-
table and other community undertakings of every sort. From 
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almost the first, however, the 
firm's services were in demand 
by a diversified list of business 
clients, most of them corpora-
tions of moderate size but some 
of conspicuous position in i n -
dustry, trade, or finance; and 
a constantly widening diversi-
fication in type of industry and 
size of the client enterprises 
has continued to the present 
day to be characteristic of our 
practice. 
For the first five years of 
its existence the practice of the 
firm, though steadily spread-
ing toward the West and South, 
was carried on from a small 
office in New York. The sec-
ond office, in Chicago, was 
opened December 1, 1900; 
and four months later, respon-
sive to the establishment of 
European branches by Amer i -
can corporations, the London 
office was established. A t short 
intervals thereafter three more 
domestic offices were opened— 
at Cleveland and Saint Louis in 
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1902 and at Pittsburgh the following year. After the depression 
of 1907-8, the roster was increased by new locations at Baltimore, 
in 1910, and across the continent at San Francisco in 1912. Dur-
ing the Wor ld War, heavy demands on the productive capacity of 
American industry, reflected in substantially increased needs for 
auditing and accounting services, led to the opening of six new 
domestic offices—at Atlanta and Denver in 1915, Los Angeles in 
1916, Seattle and Detroit in 1917, and Boston in 1918. Thus at 
about the half-way mark in our first fifty years, the domestic 
practice of the firm was being handled by thirteen offices, North, 
South, East, and West. 
In the post-war period American export trade experienced a 
great upsurge, and after the adoption of the Dawes plan in 1924 
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there set in a vast flow of loans by American bankers to Germany 
and most of the other countries of the globe. During that period, 
Haskins & Sells opened five more foreign offices: at Shanghai in 
1919, Havana and Paris the following year, Berlin in 1924, and 
Mani la in 1926. 
The conduct of an expanded foreign practice, largely on be-
half of American clients, was further provided for in 1925, when, 
as a result of discussions in London by General (then Colonel) 
Carter and Sir W i l l i a m Plender, M r . Percival Griffiths and M r . 
A . E . Cutforth of the firm of Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths & Co., 
the practices of the two firms in Canada, Cuba, and Mexico were 
combined in a copartnership of Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & 
Sells, with offices in Montreal, Havana, Mexico City and, from 
1930, also in Toronto. In South America and South Afr ica , 
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where Deloittes already main-
tained offices, copartnerships of 
Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & 
Sel ls ( i n B r a z i l , D e l o i t t e , 
Plender, Haskins, Sells & Co.) 
were formed in 1930 for the 
primary purpose of executing 
engagements originating with 
H . & S.; these practices were 
(and are) conducted from of-
fices in more than fifteen cities, 
including Buenos Aires (prin-
cipal office in South America) , 
Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, FRANKLIN BOWMAN 
Santos, Montevideo, Santiago 
de Chile , Valparaiso, L i m a , and, in South Afr ica , at Johannesburg, 
Cape Town, Durban, and other places. In several other countries 
as well , affiliated firms executed engagements on our behalf (and 
still do), including van Dien, van Uden & Co. in The Nether-
lands; Ford, Rhodes & Harris and Ford, Rhodes & Davies in 
Australia; and firms in Egypt, New Zealand, India, Malaya, and 
Netherlands East Indies. 
Back home, the much higher levels of industrial productivity 
of the middle twenties led to the doubling of the roll of domes-
tic offices by the opening of thirteen new locations: New Orleans 
and Philadelphia in 1919; Kansas City, Tulsa, Cincinnati, and 
Dallas in 1920; Portland (Ore . ) , Minneapolis, and the uptown 
New York (now the 44th Street) office in 1921; Newark the fo l -
lowing year; Providence in 1923; Jacksonville and Charlotte in 
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1926. Several small offices serving temporary needs were also 
opened during this period and subsequently closed. Dur ing the 
ensuing twenty years to date four more offices were opened: M i l -
waukee in 1932, Houston in 1937, Louisville in 1939, and Day-
ton in 1941, bringing the total roster of American practice offices 
to the present number of thirty. 
To deal with the general administration of the organization, 
an Executive Office was in 1919 established in uptown New York 
at 469 F i f th Avenue and moved in 1920 to a building acquired 
at 37 West 39th Street. This building was later disposed of and 
from 1926 the Executive Office has functioned alongside the 
downtown New York practice office, located until 1928 at 30 
Broad Street, then across the way at number 15, and since 1937 
in the present quarters at 67 Broad Street. 
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VII 
S H O R T L Y AFTER the Armistice of Novem-
ber 11, 1918 a special unit was organized in our Executive Office 
to give systematic attention to problems in the fields of technical 
research and professional training. This measure responded to 
needs already felt, and, as it proved, it also anticipated the larger 
needs which arose in constantly increasing degree throughout the 
1920's. The problems to be dealt with were in part directly con-
nected with the major expansion of our own practice in volume 
and geographical spread. In no less important degree they also 
reflected the acute growing pains of the profession as a whole. 
In the twenties the capacities of the profession were taxed to 
the fullest by the demands of a furiously expanding national 
economy. Industrial activity, after a sharp decline in 1920, rose 
to new peacetime heights; producers and consumers alike pros-
pered beyond all previous experience; plant construction boomed; 
the securities markets absorbed huge amounts of new capital 
issues; investment trusts emerged from a negligible position in 
finance to one of large importance; and the process of large-scale 
consolidations of corporations, quiescent for the previous fifteen 
years, again played a conspicuous part in the evolution of business, 
notably through the formation of great holding companies in the 
public utility field. 
A n indication of what all this meant to the profession was to 
be found in the swarms of young candidates who crowded the 
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C P . A . examination rooms. The ratio of experienced to inexperi-
enced practising accountants was dropping; while on the techni-
cal side the profession awoke to the realization that it had, on the 
whole, done little in the way of codifying principles and practices. 
This was particularly true of its practising members. In the field 
of accounting theory their academic associates had made valuable 
contributions. For the making of a well-rounded body of authori-
tative professional literature, however, these had to be substan-
tially augmented (particularly on the auditing side) by practi-
tioners having first-hand contact with a wealth of case material 
of constantly spreading ramifications. 
There had already been published a number of notable A m e r i -
can texts on the theory of accounts and its application. Among 
the pioneer works was The Philosophy of Accounts, brought out 
in 1908 by the versatile banker friend of the profession, Co l . 
Charles E . Sprague. This fascinating little volume was hailed by 
Professor Henry Rand Hatfield of the University of California, 
somewhat exuberantly, as "the most important theoretical work 
which has appeared in Engl i sh . " In the same year there appeared 
the comprehensive and scholarly Accounts: Their Construction 
and Interpretation, by Professor W i l l i a m Morse Cole of the 
Harvard faculty; and in 1909 Professor Hatfield published his 
penetrating and well-documented work Modern Accounting: Its 
Principles and Some of Its Problems. 
In 1912 appeared the pioneer American text on auditing— 
Col . Robert H . Montgomery's Auditing: Theory and Practice, 
which in its revised editions still stands in the front rank. This 
monumental work was introduced to its readers as containing 
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"more of practice than of theory" on a subject which, as its 
author said, "is the most important branch of accountancy." 
Another distinguished practitioner, A . Lowes Dickinson, pub-
lished in 1913 his Accounting: Practice and Procedure—still a 
standard text in its field. The author, in a significant prefatory 
comment, emphasized the disadvantage under which the accoun-
tancy profession labored, in comparison with the law, from the 
fact that "decisions reached on the important questions which 
arise from day to day are not publicly rendered . . . but are made 
privately and as a rule are accessible only to a few." 
By these and other publications an encouraging trend had 
been well started. It was, however, to be interrupted by the war. 
Heavy pressures of professional work were created by the produc-
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tion program of American industry during the whole of the four 
years from August 1914—the period in which the power of "the 
arsenal of democracy" (though the phrase was stil l uncoined) 
made its first terrific impact upon world affairs. W i t h Amer-
ica's entry as a belligerent in 1917, the profession had to deal 
with many new problems raised by the requirements of war 
finance, contracting, and cost-keeping, and the complexities of 
Federal income and excess-profits tax legislation. 
Our own research and training unit when organized in 1918-
19 was headed by the late John R. W i l d m a n , who had recently 
returned to the f irm as a partner after nine years of academic 
experience as professor of accounting at N e w York University. 
Associated with h i m on a part-time basis were W i l l i a m H . Be l l 
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and Edmund C. Gause, who had been with Haskins & Sells since 
1909, and Edward A . Kracke, who had come to the firm in 1912. 
Initial attention was centered on the training of new recruits. 
The program was, however, steadily broadened and material was 
made available to our entire organization which represented the 
fruits of extensive reexamination of traditional auditing practices 
and critical scrutiny of the contemporary evolution in concepts of 
accounting and reporting. 
Training classes were formed for the instruction of junior 
accountants through lectures by qualified persons and the study 
of specially prepared texts. These were the first steps in a fruitful 
evolution in personnel policies which came to include measures 
for ensuring a constant replenishment of the vitality of the organi-
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zation and long-range maintenance of its standards through the 
annual enrolment of specially selected young men. 
In technical research, the program contemplated fresh empha-
sis on some of the elementals of auditing. The earliest studies 
were concerned with the verification of cash and its relationship 
to the broader subject of internal check and control. Analyses 
were made of some fifty cases of embezzlement, effected by 
manipulation of accounts or collusion of personnel, which had 
been turned up in the actual execution of audit engagements. The 
distribution of these case histories, along with a set of generalized 
conclusions and procedural guides, had immediate value in the 
field work of our organization, and in assuring a consistent prac-
tice of impressing upon clients, when needed, the importance of 
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improving their organizational set-up or otherwise strengthening 
their procedures against internal fraud. 
In the wider field of general professional education, M r . Bel l 
in 1921 published a pioneering work on Accountants' Reports 
and three years later published his text on Auditing (now in its 
twenty-seventh printing, as a revision by himself and Ralph S. 
Johns of the original edition). H e also collaborated with Leslie 
E . Palmer in the preparation of another pioneering text, Account-
ants' Working Papers ( 1923), which appeared the same year as a 
comprehensive and scholarly volume Audit Working Papers, by 
J . H u g h Jackson. Also John R. Wi ldman and Weldon Powell 
published in 1928 their Capital Stock Without Par Value. 
The principle had long been recognized by the profession, in 
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a general sort of way, that adequate internal control was an essen-
tial pillar of an independent audit of the affairs of the modern 
business enterprise. Test audits were the only form of examina-
tion which could be made without excessive cost. The chief prac-
tical problem of every audit conducted on the principle of testing 
and sampling was whether and in what degree systems of internal 
check and control were effective and what should be the manner 
and extent of the necessary audit tests. 
Profession-wide the subject of internal control had undoubt-
edly received in the aggregate a great deal of consideration by 
individual accountants as the problem arose in practice, job by 
job. But it plainly called for more systematic analysis on a broad 
base and an attempt to reach more comprehensive conclusions. 
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The outlines of the problem needed to be sharpened and its impl i -
cations clarified, i f they were not to be obscured by more conspic-
uous questions of accounting theory then at issue, while business 
men, governmental bodies, academic authorities, and accountants 
vigorously debated the many-sided subject of properly distinguish-
ing between capital and income, and other controversial matters 
such as the setting of reasonable standards of materiality for facts 
requiring disclosure in financial reports. 
In our own organization a comprehensive study of internal 
control was made, and after a preliminary period of trial a stand-
ard H . & S. Form of Internal Control Questionnaire was devised 
for use as an aid in surveying clients' systems and for incorpora-
tion in audit working papers. A second exhibit embraced three 
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model programs of Tests of 
Transactions, the choice in the 
use of which by the partner or 
principal in supervisory charge 
of the engagement depended 
on the conclusions to which his 
system investigation pointed. 
Two other model working pa-
pers were originated at about 
the same time—a Program for 
Verification of Cash Balances 
and a General Questionnaire. 
Since that time these four 
standard working papers have 
been revised from year to year 
as experience has indicated to 
be desirable. 
Paralleling the task of re-
search and current distribution 
of new material there was un-
dertaken the collation, revi-
sion, and codification of a large 
amount of material contained 
in existing files of circular let-
ters of information or instruc-
tion. This work eventuated 
in our present comprehensive 
Technical Procedure Manual , 
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in which much material, old and new, was systematized and 
brought into a form facilitating reference. This manual is being 
continually revised to keep it abreast of new developments. 
The program of codification of technical practices, the bare 
outlines of which have been set out above, was in no way i n -
tended to curb original thinking or discourage self-reliance on 
the part of any member of our organization. Nor did it have 
that result, even though on important matters of principle con-
sistency of procedures throughout the organization reflecting the 
weight of opinion was required. The benefits of centralized 
research, able to draw upon extensive sources of information and 
experience, were expected to be large; and so it proved. Not 
least among them was the faculty given to every accountant of 
reaching informed and balanced conclusions of his own on any 
one of a wide range of subjects in which his personal experience 
may not have been broad enough to satisfy an inquiring mind. 
VIII 
WITHIN A SHORT ten or a dozen years, begin-
ning around 1926, American industry passed through three 
periods of convulsive change. The explosive stage of the boom, 
climaxed by the Stock Exchange panic in 1929, was followed 
during the early part of the depression by a violent contraction 
of production and earnings; and the ensuing years of recovery 
from the lows of 1932 saw the inauguration of a national policy 
of Federal regulation of important aspects of the financial oper-
ating methods and accounting practices of listed corporations. 
The Federal regulatory legislation which emerged in the 
thirties included the Glass-Steagall Banking Act of June 1933, 
providing, in part, for the separation of commercial and invest-
ment banking, and for restrictions on the use of bank credit for 
speculative purposes. It further included the Public Ut i l i ty H o l d -
ing Company Act of 1935, which prescribed certain standards 
for regulating financial activities and intercompany transactions; 
it also required simplification of corporate structures and l imita-
tion of system operations to geographically integrated units, with 
consequent divestment of non-related properties. The adminis-
tration of this act was placed under the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, as was that of the Investment Company Act of 1940. 
The latter required, among other things, the registration of cor-
porations engaged primarily in investing and trading in securities 
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and disclosure of their finances 
and investment policies; it also 
prohibited changes in policies 
without stockholder approval. 
The Securities and E x -
change Commission was cre-
ated by the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, to administer the 
provisions of that law and those 
of the Securities Act of 1933, 
which was initially adminis-
tered by the Federal Trade 
Commission. Among the ex-
tensive regulatory powers con- MURDOCK N. M a c R A E 
ferred upon it were those relat-
ing to standards of accounting and financial disclosure of all cor-
porations making public offerings of securities in interstate com-
merce and through the mails and of all corporations listed and 
registered upon national securities exchanges. 
The Securities Act , the Securities Exchange Act , and the 
Investment Company Act require that financial statements i n -
cluded in registration statements and periodic reports filed with 
the Commission be certified by independent public accountants; 
and the Commission has set up rigid criteria of independence. 
In 1926 the New York Stock Exchange Committee on Stock 
List, under the Chairmanship of the banker Frank Altschul, had 
taken a significant step toward the development of uniform stand-
ards of corporation accounting and disclosure by organizing its 
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efforts of that character under the direction of an executive assis-
tant. This task was actively and competently pursued by the Com-
mittee's appointee J . M . B. Hoxsey, with the cooperation of 
George O. M a y and from 1930 of a Special Committee of the 
American Institute of Accountants headed by the latter, the other 
members of which were Archibald Bowman, Arthur H . Carter, 
Charles B. Couchman, Samuel D . Leidesdorf, and W i l l i a m M . 
Lybrand (succeeded in 1933 by Walter A . Staub). 
In a formal communication addressed September 22, 1932 
to the Committee on Stock List the Institute Committee on Co-
operation with Stock Exchanges expressed its belief that in the 
"development of the activities of the Exchange in relation to 
annual reports of corporations . . . there are two major tasks to 
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be accomplished—one is to educate the public in regard to the 
significance of accounts, their value and their unavoidable l imita-
tions, and the other is to make the accounts published by cor-
porations more informative and authoritative." There fol-
lowed a dozen pages of exposition of technical subjects germane 
to the accomplishment of these broad ends and an outline of prac-
tical means of continuing cooperation among the Exchange, the 
Institute, and listed corporations whereby the areas of agreement 
on disputed principles of accounting might be enlarged and greater 
uniformity in practices of disclosure attained. 
In the resulting correspondence and the measures that were 
taken substantial progress was made on these matters—not the 
least of which was the rule adopted by the Exchange in 1933 
requiring that financial state-
ments in reports to stockholders 
be certified by independent 
auditors. Also, on the subject 
of form and content of audi-
tors' certificates, agreement 
was reached on desirable stand-
ard clauses which would define 
the scope of the examination 
and express the auditor's opin-
ion of the acceptability and 
consistency of the accounting 
principles followed by the cor-
poration and the fairness of its 
presentation of its financial po-
sition and results of operations. RALPH W. PETERS 
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The Institute Committee's letter of September 22 was intro-
duced in evidence by the Chairman of the Committee on Stock 
List at a hearing before the United States Senate Committee on 
Banking and Currency on January 12, 1933. This promising 
plan for self-regulation had, however, come too late. O n Novem-
ber 8, 1932 a new national administration was swept into office, 
committed to policies contemplating governmental regulation of 
accounting standards and practices; and on the following M a y 27 
the Federal Securities Act became law. 
This development obviously represented, i f not a shattering 
blow to the independence of the public accounting profession, at 
least a potential danger of the first magnitude. The profession 
might " a l l too easily find itself" (said A . A . Berle, Jr.) "merely 
the ciphering agency for virtually unreviewable bureaucrats." 
Today, after a dozen years of trial , in the earlier part of which 
considerable rough ground had to be traversed, the realization of 
any threat of such proportions seems unlikely. The profession has 
moved steadily forward to a position where the views of indi-
vidual members and the progressively better harmonized pro-
nouncements of the Institute on subjects within our field are 
accorded respectful attention, alike by courts and administrative 




I N THE Institute Special Committee's letter 
of September 22, 1932, to the New York Stock Exchange, one of 
the principal objects to be striven for was defined as "universal 
. . . acceptance by listed corporations of certain broad principles of 
accounting which have won fairly general acceptance . . . and 
within the limits of such broad principles to make no attempt to 
restrict the right of corporations to select detailed methods of 
accounting deemed by them to be best adapted to the requirements 
of their business. . . The achievement of this purpose in a 
sufficiently comprehensive manner was recognized as a task requir-
ing reconcilement of many conflicting views, i f agreement, even 
within the profession itself, was to be extended beyond a small 
group of broad generalities to comprehend an adequate set of 
working standards. It was with this need in mind that a com-
mittee of three distinguished educators was formed in July 
1935 at the invitation of Haskins & Sells Foundation—a non-
profit corporation created in 1928 by five of our senior partners 
for the purpose, among others, of the "promotion of education 
and study of useful sciences and especially . . . accountancy." 
The Committee consisted of Thomas H . Sanders (Chair-
man), Professor of Accounting at the Harvard Graduate School 
of Business Administration; Henry Rand Hatfield, Professor of 
Accounting at the University of Cali fornia; and Underhi l l 
Moore, Professor of Law at Yale University. They were asked 
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by the Foundation to make and report upon an independent and 
impartial study of the subject of accounting principles, and the 
hope was expressed that there might thus be established " a body 
of principles which w i l l become useful in unifying thought and 
which by its acceptance w i l l serve to standardize accounting 
practices." 
The Foundation's invitation further said: " T h e need for the 
kind of study suggested has become increasingly apparent, particu-
larly during the past three years. Sharp variations among the 
statutes of the different jurisdictions have existed for some time. 
These statutes collectively are not only inconsistent and contradic-
tory, but in some instances they permit practices which are difficult 
to reconcile with dutiful business management. Federal agencies 
have issued regulations involving accounting principles which 
have resulted in contradiction between agencies, and Federal regu-
lations involving such matters conflict frequently with those of 
state regulatory bodies. The stock exchanges in their efforts to 
promote greater publicity of corporate financial information, the 
Federal government in its administration of the Securities Act of 
1933, as amended, designed to afford adequate disclosure with 
respect to new issues of securities, and through the Securities 
Exchange Act to insure the same information to the holders of and 
prospective investors in listed securities, have raised sharply the 
question as to what are accepted principles of accounting. Not-
withstanding the difficulties involved, accountants who certify 
to financial statements filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission have been required by the regulations of that com-
mission to express an opinion concerning such financial statements 
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and the practices of the registrant in the light of accepted prin-
ciples of accounting." 
The Committee began its work in the summer of 1935 and 
completed it two years later with the preparation of the now 
widely known report, A Statement of Accounting Principles— 
a text of 116 pages, plus 22 pages of notes and of references to 
legal provisions of concern to accountants. Several thousand copies 
of this notable volume were distributed to all members of the 
American Institute of Accountants and numerous other interested 
persons by the Executive Committee of the Institute as "a highly 
valuable contribution to the discussion of accounting principles." 
In its preface the Committee disclosed in some detail the 
several lines of inquiry and research which it had pursued. It 
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was clearly a broad-based and 
logical approach, new to the 
field of accountancy literature 
and uniquely valuable to the 
profession. Coupled with the 
merits of their research meth-
od, the acknowledged com-
petence and impartiality of the 
Committee members gave to A 
Statement of Accounting Prin-
ciples a persuasiveness and 
weight never previously en-
joyed by any pronouncement 
of comprehensive scope in the 
annals of accountancy. The 
book has been widely quoted by courts and commissions and by 
writers on accounting subjects generally. Without doubt judicial 
and other governmental authorities, as well as bankers, other busi-
ness executives, and investors, derived from it a better understand-
ing of the unwisdom of trying to oversimplify some of the inherent 
complexities of accounting. To many such persons the report 
made clearer than before that accounting is far from being an 
exact science. This thought was presented with sufficient corrob-
orative detail to shed a strong light on a truth which more often 
than not had eluded the layman: that beyond certain points, often 
not clearly definable in advance, it becomes impossible to hammer 
accounting principles into the rigid mold that code-making ordi-
narily implies; and when, in practice, circumstances indicate to 
the experienced accountant that such a point has been reached, 
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the exercise of his best judgment—though fallible like any other 
human judgment—inescapably becomes the final reliance of the 
layman, so far as past operating results and present financial con-
dition can reasonably be expected to guide the investor in the 
future employment of his funds. 
The American Accounting Association also made a valuable 
contribution to advanced thinking on a number of subjects by the 
issuance in 1936 of a Tentative Statement of Accounting Principles. 
The American Institute of Accountants in 1939 undertook 
to enlist the whole profession in assuming a still larger responsi-
bility for the development of sound accounting principles. It set 
up a Research Department in its office in New York which has 
been headed successively by Professor Sanders and Professor James 
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L . Dohr on a part-time basis, and by Carman G . Blough, formerly 
chief accountant of the Securities and Exchange Commission, on 
a full-time basis. This department has performed notable service, 
largely in supplementing the work of the technical committees. 
The work of the Institute Committee on Accounting Pro-
cedure (as reconstituted in 1936) assumed an enhanced internal 
importance and public position when it began the publication of 
a continuing series of Accounting Research Bulletins with an 
initial Statement in September 1939 setting out their intended 
purposes and applicability. Under its rules any opinion expressed 
by the Committee required for its adoption the assent of two-
thirds of its twenty-two (now twenty-one) members; and dis-
senting members had the right to have their views incorporated 
in the text of the relevant pronouncement. Further, under its 
rules: "Recommendations of the committee are not intended to 
be retroactive, nor applicable to immaterial items" and " i t is rec-
ognized also that any general rules may be subject to exception; 
it is felt, however, that the burden of justifying departure from 
accepted procedures must be assumed by those who adopt other 
treatment." Twenty-six such Bulletins have been issued to date. 
Our firm has been represented in the membership of the Com-
mittee on Accounting Procedure, as at present constituted, suc-
cessively, by Messrs. Carter, Foye, Kracke, and Bel l (the last-
named since 1943). 
Events in the late thirties concerned with auditing procedures, 
and particularly their accepted scope, led to an agreement being 
reached by the Institute Committee on Audit ing Procedure (under 
the Chairmanship of P. W . R. Glover) on a recommendation 
8 6 
"that certain additional procedures regarding inventories and 
accounts receivable should be considered as generally accepted 
practice" and "that, where these additional procedures . . . had 
not been undertaken, that fact should be disclosed in the auditors' 
report or opinion." 
The report of the Committee on this subject, which was ap-
proved by the Council of the Institute in M a y 1939 and given 
wide distribution at the time, received widespread approval by 
interested parties, the press, and the public generally. This report, 
with certain clarifying modifications, was approved by the mem-
bership of the Institute at the annual meeting in September 1939 
and was issued by the Committee as the first of a series of State-
ments on Audit ing Procedure, still periodically promulgated 
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under a constantly widening program of research. The Com-
mittee's Statements "represent the considered opinion of the mem-
bers of the committee on auditing procedure expressed by formal 
vote after examination of the subject matter by the committee 
and the research department. Statements of the committee are 
not intended to be retroactive nor applicable to immaterial items 
and, except in cases in which formal adoption by the Institute 
membership has been secured, the authority of the statements 
rests upon the general acceptability of opinions so reached." 
Twenty-two of these statements have been issued to date. Since 
1939 M r . Kracke has been one of the (now) thirteen members 
of the Committee on Audit ing Procedure. 
In the foregoing there have been outlined some of the more 
notable recent developments which have reflected a steadily i n -
creasing sense of responsibility by the profession. Together with 
many important public and private contributions by individuals 
they explain, in part, the high place of technical and moral author-
ity to which the public accounting profession has attained. 
X 
IN 1930 Colonel Carter became senior partner 
of the firm, succeeding M r . Ludlam. Among the organizational 
and professional matters to which he gave his attention, none 
ranked higher in his interest than the ensuring of a constant flow 
into the organization of young men of character and professional 
promise; and their continuing development in the assumption of 
increasingly important responsibilities. 
Starting in the year 1925 the firm embarked upon a program 
of interesting college men in accountancy. Since that time sev-
eral hundred young graduates of a number of universities and 
colleges throughout the country have thus been started by the 
firm on their professional careers. 
Our Executive Tax Department was formed as a result of the 
importance and extraordinary complexities of the Federal income 
and excess-profits tax legislation enacted during the first W o r l d 
War. M r . Foye assumed direct charge of the tax department in 
1920 and seven years later, when he took over general adminis-
trative duties with M r . Ludlam and Colonel Carter, the depart-
ment was placed (and has since continued) under the direction 
of Frederick C. Rohwerder. 
For twenty years after 1919 the Tax Department of the 
Executive Office assisted the practice offices in the prosecution 
and settlement of tax cases in Washington, where the disposition 
of all tax disputes was centralized in the Bureau of Internal Rev-
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enue. During this period, tax departments or tax specialists were 
also developed in each practice office to meet the increased needs 
of clients. About 1939 the Bureau of Internal Revenue began 
to decentralize its Washington activities and to delegate author-
ity to field offices to take final action in the disposition of tax 
disputes. A corresponding change in our policy required all 
accountants to acquire a familiarity with the tax laws affecting 
clients. The need for this was also emphasized by the heavy 
increases in tax rates after 1939, and an accompanying increase 
in accountants' time required for consultation with clients on the 
tax aspects of prospective transactions. 
The Excess Profits Tax Act of 1940 created many new prob-
lems and inequities. Many of the latter were corrected by amend-
9 0 
ments enacted in 1941 and 1942, but few of the major problems 
have been disposed of. Inter-office meetings for discussion of tax 
problems began in 1943 with regional conferences held annually 
at New York, Chicago, Saint Louis, and alternately at Los Angeles 
and San Francisco, with a number of other offices represented at 
each. A t six offices, viz., New York Broad Street, New York 
44th Street, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Tulsa, 
separate tax departments are maintained. 
The central library of H . & S. situated in the Executive Office 
and the smaller libraries maintained at the practice offices pro-
vide working tools for reference, research, and instruction in every 
professional branch and in related fields of industry, finance, and 
commercial and administrative law. The central library, in charge 
of Miss Elizabeth Baxter, embraces about 3,500 volumes and 
6,000 pamphlets. The number of books circulated has progres-
sively increased to a present annual total of about 4,000, and books 
consulted number 7,000 a year; while about 3,000 reference ques-
tions are answered. Somewhat over forty periodicals and twenty-
five information services are subscribed for, and the librarian pre-
pares a daily newspaper review for circulation to our offices. 
Recent statistics of the firm's practice show that a very large 
proportion of our activity is concentrated in the execution of gen-
eral audits and incidental tax services. Other services rendered 
of various types include examinations of financial condition, sys-
tem services, and cash audits. Statistics reaching back about forty 
years show that the annual number of engagements taken has 
increased well over tenfold. Our staff of accountants of all grades 
from juniors to partners shows a somewhat comparable expansion. 
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Out of a present total of several thousand clients, more than a 
third are manufacturing companies, falling for the most part in 
nine major classifications. Another third are engaged in finan-
cial, fiduciary, institutional, or professional services, and a little 
less than a third fall in the categories of trade, common carriers, 
public utilities, agriculture or mining, and Governmental groups. 
X I 
WE ARE PROUD of the contribution made by the 
374 members of our organization who were actively employed in 
the military services in Wor ld War II . Among them were three 
of our partners. 
In March 1941 General (then Colonel) Arthur H . Carter 
accepted an invitation from Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson 
(then Under Secretary of War) to take an important assignment 
in his office. This was the beginning of a period of continuous 
service lasting to December 1945, in which General Carter as-
sumed additional responsibilities from time to time, becoming 
Fiscal Director, Army Service Forces, in M a y 1943. Appointed 
Brigadier General in October 1941, he became a Major General 
in M a y 1943. 
O n March 31, 1941, Andrew Stewart joined General Carter 
in Washington as his first assistant and remained in that capacity 
until October 1945. H e was commissioned a Lieutenant Colonel 
in March 1942, was promoted to Colonel in September 1942, 
and was Deputy Director, Office of the Fiscal Director, until his 
transfer to inactive status in October 1945. 
As Fiscal Director, A r m y Service Forces, General Carter's 
responsibilities included all disbursing, including payments of 
allotments and family allowances; accounting; auditing; payroll 
deductions; distribution of bonds; guaranteed loans and advance 
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payments to contractors; training programs for all fiscal duties 
including termination of contracts; and establishment of account-
ing procedures for all lend-lease transactions. 
The Fiscal Director took over the handling of all the accounts 
of the War Department, decentralizing the activities into four 
regional offices with a central office in Washington. Accounting 
procedures were prescribed for all components and the practice 
was initiated of setting up all liabilities as incurred. Through-
out a period of expenditures of unprecedented magnitude, the 
accounts of the War Department showing obligations and expen-
ditures for each month were completed and circulated in the Fiscal 
Report not later than the 20th of the following month. Audit ing 
manuals were prepared setting forth procedures for auditing cost-
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plus-fixed-fee construction and supply contracts, in which the 
principle of selective auditing was first enunciated for application 
to Government contracts. Close cooperation was established with 
the Comptroller General, who, under the law, was required to 
pass upon the legality of all expenditures, and it was arranged 
that he would make his examinations at the projects where the 
necessary information was available instead of in Washington, 
where all vouchers had previously been sent. These changes 
resulted in substantial savings in the cost of administration. 
Payments of family allowances and allotments were made by 
the Office of Dependency Benefits with a staff of approximately 
10,000 employees, necessitating the issuance of approximately 
8,000,000 checks monthly, amounting to about $500,000,000 
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monthly at the peak; the A r m y War Bond Office handled pay 
deductions for the purchase of war bonds and issued approximately 
$50,000,000 of bonds a month; life insurance pay deductions i n -
volved premiums of $55,000,000 a month; soldiers' deposit 
accounts reached a maximum of $240,000,000 with over 700,000 
accounts; military personnel overseas were permitted to transmit 
funds to the United States through disbursing officers and such 
transfers ran to $84,000,000 in one month. 
Training programs were carried on at Duke University and 
at Fort Benjamin Harrison for both military and civilian per-
sonnel covering all phases of fiscal activities in the War Depart-
ment. Accounting procedures were established for all lend-lease 
transactions and the fiscal offices in foreign theatres participated 
in the accounting therefor. The Office of the Fiscal Director 
headed a mission to North Afr ica , Italy, and Great Britain to 
deal with accounting for military government. 
General Carter was awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster ( in lieu of 
a second Distinguished Service Meda l , the first having been 
awarded during Wor ld War I); Colonel Stewart was awarded the 
Legion of Mer i t . 
General Carter had been active (as a Colonel) in the military 
service in W o r l d War I. George P. A u l d had also been active in 
that war, as an officer, latterly Commander, in the Navy. H e had 
served in the Supply Corps for many years and from 1915 to 1918 
was chief accounting officer of the Navy. In the latter year he 
went to London as an aide to Admira l Sims; in 1919 he was an 
assistant financial adviser to the American Peace Mission in Paris; 
and from 1920 to 1924 was Accountant General of the Inter-
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A l l i e d Reparation Commission and assistant to Owen D . Young 
in starting the operation of the Dawes Plan. 
In February 1941 M r . A u l d was invited by Secretary (then 
Under Secretary) of the Navy James Forrestal to establish a ser-
vice of inspection of Navy Department procedures in auditing con-
tract costs under the defense procurement programs. Appointed 
Chief of the Cost and Audit Branch in the Office of the Under 
Secretary, he organized, throughout the country, field panels of 
Navy Supervising Auditors, embracing members of seventy firms 
of Certified Public Accountants, to conduct periodic inspections 
of auditing procedures and reviews of contractors' methods of 
internal control and cost determination. H e also served as member 
of the Navy Price Adjustment Board until resigning from his 
Navy work for reasons of health in September 1942. M r . A u l d 
was awarded the Navy Cross (1919), Officer of the French 
Legion of Honor (1924), and a letter of appreciation from the 
Secretary of the Navy (1942). In recent years M r . A u l d has 
made his home in Concord, Massachusetts, devoting his time 
largely to literary pursuits, including the writing of this history 
of the first fifty years of our organization. 
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P A R T N E R S of H A S K I N S & S E L L S 
During the Fifty Years* 
CHARLES W . HASKINS 
E L I J A H W . SELLS - -
CHARLES S. LUDLAM -
HOMER A . D U N N - -
DEROV S. FERO - -
HOWARD B. COOK - -
CHARLES E . MORRIS 
ARTHUR S. VAUGHAN -
DUDLEY C. MORRIS - -
JOHN F. FORBES - - -
LESLIE N . SIMSON - -
EDWARD FULLER - - -
JOHN N . PATTON - -
WILLIAM H . BELL - -
EDMUND C. GAUSE - -
WILLIAM P . BICKETT -
CLIFFORD E . SCOVILLE -
JOHN R. WILDMAN - -
GEORGE M . DALLAS - -
J . HARVEY O'CONNELL -
THOMAS N . WILLINS -
ARTHUR H . CARTER - -
CHARLES C. CROGGON -
FREDERICK F . H A H N -
EDWARD A . KRACKE -
THOMAS H . LAWRENCE 
PAGE LAWRENCE - -
RALPH T . HOLLIS - -
FREDERIC A . TILTON -
T . L . WHITFORD PORTE 
GEORGE W . ROSSETTER -
ARTHUR B. FOYE - -
AUSTIN R. PORTERFIELD 
HENRY W . JUMONVILLE 
EDWARD B. M C G U I N N -
LESLIE E . PALMER - -
RAYMOND C. REIK - -
J . ADRIAN PADON - -
FRANKLIN BOWMAN -
W . MELVILLE COURSEN -
ARTHUR M . LOVIBOND -
J . FRANK PFLUG - -
PALEN P. ROSSMAN -
CHARLES R. BOWEN -
CYRIL N . BULLOCK - -
LLOYD L . TOMPKINS -
ARCHIBALD F . WAGNER 
GEORGE P . AULD - - -
PEARCE C. DAVIS - -
THOMAS V . BARB - -
ORION N . HUTCHINSON 


















































































MILON M . STONE - - - - - 1931 
HENRY W . WELSCH - - - - - - - - - - - - 1931 R 1938 
PERCY R. EVERETT - - - - - - - - 1932 
AUBREY C. FULLERTON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1932 
ANDREW STEWART - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1932 
P A U L W . PINKERTON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1932 D 1940 
SPENCER B. STEVENSON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1932 R 1942 
JUDSON E . KRUEGER - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1932 R 1934 
H . BROOKS DAVIES - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1933 
FREDERICK C. ROHWERDER - - - - - - 1933 
W I L L I A M M . TRANT - - - - - 1933 R 1935 
JAMES M . CASHIN - - - - - - - - 1934 
HENRY W . GOODSON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1934 
JAMES K . GREGORY - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1934 
J . WILBUR HAINES - - - - - - 1934 
J O H N M . NEUMAYER - - - - - - - - - - - - 1934 
RALPH W . PETERS - - - - - - - - 1934 
WELDON POWELL - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1934 
JAMES CLARKE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1934 R 1942 
GORDON M . H I L L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1935 
MURDOCK N . M A C R A E - - - - - - - - - - - - 1936 
VERNON THOMPSON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1936 
GEORGE E . CONROY - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1937 
JOSEPH L . M C C O N N - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1937 R 1942 
RAYMOND E . NORTH - - - - - - - - - - - - 1937 R 1946 
HAROLD W . SCOTT - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1937 
CHARLES W . SWORMSTEDT - - - - - - - - - - - 1937 
FLETCHER O. JOHNSON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1938 
E M I L F. BOHNE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1939 
FRED P . CARLETON - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1939 
HARRY L . ERB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1939 
J O H N W . QUEENAN - - 1939 
EVERETT J . SHIFFLETT - - - - - - - - - - - - 1939 
J . HARRY W I L L I A M S - - - - - - - - - - - - 1939 
W I L L I A M J . FRONK - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1940 
P A U L K . WEBSTER - - - - - - - 1940 
EDMUND A . CLARKE - - - - - - - 1941 
GEORGE M . HAYWARD - - - - - - - - - - - - 1941 
CASPER B. APPLE - - - - - - - - - 1942 
LESTER S. DAVIS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1942 
F R A N K J . DONOHUE - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1942 
H . A S H L I N DYKES - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1942 
ROBERT L . R E A M Y - - - - 1942 
EARLE M . W I L L I A M S - - - - - - 1942 R 1943 
WALTER J . HARRISON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1943 
JOEL HUNTER, JR. - - - - - - - 1943 
RALPH S. JOHNS - - - - - - - - 1943 
LOY J . LUCIA - - - - - - - - - - 1943 
J . L . PFLUG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1943 R 1946 
L . JOSEPH CASE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1944 
FRANK E . GRAY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1944 
VINCENT M . K E L L Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1944 
ARTHUR W . KOELBEL - - - - - - - - - - - - 1944 
A . CHESTER LIVENGOOD - - - - - - - - - - - - 1944 
MALCOLM M . DEVORE - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
ANDREW B. FIELDING - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
ALVAN B. RICHARDSON - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
ARTHUR E . SCHWERTFEGER - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
W I L L I A M D . SHAY - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
ELMER G. BEAMER - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
RUDOLPH J . ENGLERT - - - 1945 
RICHARD H . GROSSE - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1946 
HARRY R. WEYRICH - - - - - - - - - - - - 1945 
P A U L L . WILTON - - 1945 
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